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This is a follow-up to: 

Exercises with Level-2 satellite data 
 

24-Jan-15 
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Processing Level: 
•Level 0 - raw radiance counts from sensor, spacecraft 

and instrument telemetry data 

•Level 1A -Level-0 data with appended calibration and 

navigation data, instrument and spacecraft telemetry 

•Level 1B – calibrated radiances at sensor level (TOA) 

•Level 2 - geophysical values, derived from Level-1A 

by applying sensor calibration, atmospheric corrections, 

and bio-optical algorithms, downloadable from OC 

•Level 3 - Binned (time and space),  SMI (Standard 

Mapped Image) mapped to Equidistant Cylindrical proj 

 

•Level 4 – After application of models (e.g. Net Primary 

Production, Export Flux of Carbon) to L3 data 
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Currently only available for VIIRS; 

soon also for others! 
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Contents of L2  IOP files 

VIIRS OC L2 

Open sample files, load SDS, explain meaning and units using attributes!  

VIIRS IOP L2 
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Assuming that you have downloaded the OC_IOP data to: 

 2015\tmp  

Run script sort_2015_a486.bat   to create daily composites of a486_giop 

It creates the following directory: 

 V2015_a486_day 

All L2 data files with valid data inside the area of interest were moved to 

 V2015\0\Good 

If you want to run the script again, you can restore the files with script 

sort_2015_restore_IOP.bat   (it moves  IOP files back to tmp folder). 

Run script sort_2015_aph443.bat   to create daily composites of aph443_giop 

in the following directory: 

 V2015_aph443_day 

Run script sort_2015_adg443.bat   to create daily composites of adg443_giop 

in directory: 

 V2015_adg443_day 

For any other variable, copy and modify the script by changing: 

set VARIABLE=adg_443_giop 

set VARSHORT=adg443 
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You can create 5-day, 15-day, monthly composites of a486_giop  with script 

a486_2015.bat 

It creates the following directories: 

 V2015_a486_5day, V2015_a486_15day, V2015_a486_month 

You can create 5-day, 15-day, monthly composites of aph443_giop  with 

script aph443_2015.bat 

It creates the following directories: 

 V2015_aph443_5day, V2015_aph443_15day, V2015_aph443_month 

You can create 5-day, 15-day, monthly composites of adg443_giop  with 

script adg443_2015.bat 

It creates the following directories: 

 V2015_adg443_5day, V2015_adg443_15day, V2015_adg443_month 

 

For any other variable, copy and modify the script by changing: 

set VARIABLE=adg_443_giop 

set VARSHORT=adg443 
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  QAA, Lee et al. 2002 

  QAA, vers. 5, Lee et al. 

2005, appendix, separate 

PDF on IOCCG website 
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QAAv5 default      QAAv5 optimized 

OCTS 

QAAv5 default      QAAv5 optimized 

SeaWiFS 

BIAS!!! BIAS!!! 
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Following Kahru et al. (2013, 2015) test the compatibility of Rrs410, 

Rrs443, Rrs* from different sensors 

•Run batch file to create daily mapped composites of Rrs_443 for MODISA, 

MODIST, VIIRS 

•sort_2015_rrs443 

•You can create (by copying and modifying!) batch files for creating 

daily mapped composites of Rrs_412  (e.g.  sort_2015_rrs412; note that 

VIIRS has Rrs_410 and not Rrs_412) 

•Compare the pixel-wise Rrs_443 estimates between sensors!! 

•First try to do that manually! Load 2 files into WIM: 

A2015_Rrs443\A2015001_Rrs443_mapped.hdf   and 

V2015_Rrs443\V2015001_Rrs443_mapped.hdf 

Select a rectangular area of interest, use  Examine-X-Y Scatter 

It makes Linear X-Y scatter plots of pixels in selected area; 

Set plotting range for both X and Y as 0.0 to 0.07 (it will show as 0.1) 
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5-day composites: 

A2015_a488_5day   V2015_a486_5day 
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wam_pixelwise_match   A2015_Rrs443_day\A*mapped.hdf  T2015_Rrs443_day\T*mapped.hdf  

..\NBaha1km_strip.hdf  xMin=-3.5 xMax=-1.5 yMin=-3.5 yMax=-1.5 

You can save the scatter points but this is for 1 pair of images, need for many 

images, e.g. for 1 or more years! Plotting difficult if very many points! (>10^6) 

For automation use wam_pixelwise_match 

•Select and area of interest, specified by pixel value = 1, save image as HDF4 

MODIST versus MODISA             VIIRS versus MODISA 

wam_pixelwise_match   A2015_Rrs443_day\A*mapped.hdf  V2015_Rrs443_day\V*mapped.hdf  

..\NBaha1km_strip.hdf xMin=-3.5 xMax=-1.5 yMin=-3.5 yMax=-1.5 
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QAAv5 default      QAAv5 optimized 

OCTS 

QAAv5 default      QAAv5 optimized 

SeaWiFS 
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QAAv5 default      QAAv5 optimized 

MODISA 

QAAv5 default      QAAv5 optimized 

MERIS 
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QAAv5 default      QAAv5 optimized 

Combined sensors: versus in situ 

AND versus each other! 

QAAv5 default      QAAv5 optimized 

Combined sensors: versus in situ 

AND versus each other! 
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   QAAv5 default       QAAv5 optimized 

Combined sensors: versus in situ AND versus each other! 
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Applying QAA using WAM commands 

Open command prompt and cd to the top level folder:  

 cd C:\Sat\NBaha 

Check out the options of wam_qaa_l2:  

 wam_qaa_l2 

wam_qaa_l2 vers. 4.1 

Usage:  wam_qaa_l2 Pattern [TargetFile][Chl][Noflags][CalFit] 

Pattern is a matching set of HDF files with Rrs 

Optional TargetFile is a HDF file with a target projection 

Output is currently fixed to: a490, adg440, aph440, bbp490, flags; 

  other wavelengths (e.g. 412, 443, 490) of a, aph, adg, bbp can be added 

  if needed but only after modifying the code 

With optional argument Chl it will calculate Chl-a from aph440 

With optional argument Noflags it will not use L2-flags 

CalFit forces to use coefficients fitted to CC matchups 
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Applying QAA using WAM commands, cont. 

Apply wam_qaa_l2 to sample MODISA L2 files:  

 wam_qaa_l2  A2015\0\Good\A2015001*.hdf 

Apply wam_qaa_l2 to sample MODISA L2 files AND remap to standard 

map:  

 set MAPIOP=..\NBaha1km_iop_1_254.hdf 

wam_qaa_l2  A2015\0\Good\A2015001*.hdf  %MAPIOP% Chl 

Apply wam_qaa_l2 to sample MODIST L2 files AND remap to standard 

map:  

wam_qaa_l2  T2015\0\Good\T2015001*.hdf  %MAPIOP% Chl 

Apply wam_qaa_l2 to sample VIIRS L2 files AND remap to standard 

map:  

wam_qaa_l2  V2015\0\Good\V2015001*.hdf  %MAPIOP% Chl 

Be careful to apply to V*OC files and NOT to V*IOP files! 

wam_qaa_l2  V2015\0\Good\V2015001*OC.x.hdf  %MAPIOP% Chl 
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Applying QAA using WAM commands, cont. 

Create batch files to apply wam_qaa_l2 to ALL L2 files 

There are several options how to process data. 

It is possible to first remap and composite Rrs, then apply QAA 

Another option, e.g. qaa_2015,  applies QAA to each L2 files and remaps 

to standard map. 

 check out qaa_2015.bat  

How to composite QAA datasets? 

How to merge individual sensors? 

First daily composites, then merge and then longer (5-day, 15-day, 

monthly) composites? 

Are the products from different sensors compatible to be composited? 

wam_composite_2x A%YEAR%_qaa_day\A%YEAR%%DAY%*mapped.hdf 

5 %MAP% %X% %Y% %LUT% sds=0 


